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Setcom Corporation Redefines the Half Shell Helmet Kit
The leader in police motorcycle communications introduces streamlined headset

Austin, Texas, February 16, 2011— Setcom™ Corporation (www.SetcomCorp.com), an industry leader in communications systems, headsets, and accessories for police motorcycles, continues its innovation of products for a market it pioneered 41 years ago with the introduction of an enhanced version of its half shell helmet kit for motorcycle officers.

The helmet kit is available in single or dual ear options with speakers that are specifically engineered for clear audio at highway speeds in an open ear environment. Setcom designed this helmet kit with a noise-canceling microphone that dramatically reduces background noise to increase the clarity of the officer’s communications.

The helmet kit is compatible with most half shell helmets and provides the option for the officer to snap it onto pre-installed strap snaps or snap into Setcom’s custom slide up module for easy installation in helmets without snaps. It is engineered with a light-weight, UV rated plastic to increase durability and comfort for motor officers. Compatible helmets include Super Seer, Shoei, and Bell half shell helmets.

In addition to being backward compatible with all Setcom systems, the helmet kit is designed for easy repair, which makes it practical and affordable.

"The helmet kit enables motor officers to communicate clearly which improves safety,” said James Roberts, President of Setcom. “Our customers are excited about the helmet kit’s comfort, quality, and low profile. In addition, it is fully compatible with our Liberator™ line of wireless headset systems.”

Setcom invented the first police motorcycle communications kit, the ComKit, in 1970 and has since remained a leader in the field for its ability to work with police motor officers to develop the kind of innovative, tailor-made products on which they depend.

For more information, visit www.Setcomcorp.com/helmetkit.html or call (650) 965-8020.

About Setcom Corporation

Setcom™ (www.SetcomCorp.com) is a privately held company that designs, manufactures, and sells communications systems, headsets, intercoms, and accessories for two-way radios. Setcom’s markets include police, fire and the U.S. military, as well as certain industrial and commercial segments. Thousands of public safety vehicles including fire apparatus, ARFF trucks, command vehicles, law enforcement motorcycles, and ambulances use Setcom’s rugged communications accessories.

Founded in 1970, Setcom has been a pioneer in its markets for over 40 years. First responders in all 50 states, most major U.S. cities, and more than 20 countries worldwide rely on Setcom.
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